
 

Alexander Cushner 
415 Lexington Road, West Canal Apartments, London +44 1234567890 alexcush@xyz.com 

 
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
My name is Alexander Cushner and I am a final year business student at King’s College, London. I am                   
writing to apply for an Accounting internship in your organization. With a strong passion to develop my                 
career in the Banking Industry, combined with relevant internship experience with leading financial             
institutions, I am confident that I am a good fit for this position. 
 
I worked as a Summer Intern with a CPA firm, Higgingbotham Law & Company in 2016, and I assisted in                    
both, its accounting as well as audit departments. In the accounting department, I handled bookkeeping               
using MYOB for an SME client and handled the related supporting documents. In the Audit department, I                 
helped in the annual audit of three corporations by mainly doing transaction tests as well as gathering all                  
of the audit reports using Caseware. Also, I conducted audit fieldwork by visiting one of the clients’ offices.                  
This internship experience gave me a comprehensive idea of accounting as well as auditing procedures,               
and it trained my numerical ability along with sharp attention to detail, thus minimizing the likelihood of                 
numerical 
mistakes in the data that I handle. I am confident that as an accounting intern with your firm, these skills                    
will serve me well to excel in my tasks while applying my analytical and logical thinking abilities. 
 
Apart from getting hands on experience in Accounting, which is my field of study, I wished to obtain a                   
deeper understanding of the Finance and Banking sector. Therefore, I took a gap year in 2015 to work as a                    
trainee at the ABC Bank for Business Development and Strategy in the Insurance domain. I was responsible                 
for conducting monthly market research and presenting key findings related to latest product launches and               
marketing trends to my department head. This helped me demonstrate my consolidation and presentation              
skills, flair for research and detail- oriented approach. Furthermore, I assisted my managers in analysing               
existing customer data to identify potential insurance opportunities, which enhanced both, my analytical             
skills and critical thinking, as well as provided me with an insight into banking operations.  
 
I have also participated in several extracurricular activities in my university to strengthen my leadership               
skills. As the I undertook the task of organizing multiple events for the Investment Club, including the guest                  
speaker sessions organised for 500+ students. The success of this event fostered in me the importance of                 
team spirit in driving projects to completion.  
 
I believe working with your company will provide me with more such opportunities to shine not just as an                   
individual contributor, but a team player as well.  
My skills, work experience and pursuit for constant improvement will help me perform to the best of my                  
abilities in your dynamic team structure. Please do not hesitate to contact me with further questions. I can                  
be reached at +44 1234567890 or via email at alexcush@xyz.com should you wish to discuss my application in                  
further detail. 
 
Thank you for taking out this time for considering my application. 
 
Yours Faithfully, 
Alexander Cushner 
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